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American City

- All american cities
have pattern of roads

called grid
it is a sign of central planning
(i.e. in Manhattan the streets go from northwest to southwest)
also blocks of houses are created

Manhattan, New York

Manhattan, New York
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Central City
- no old town centre
- often near the city centre = secondary industries
- many skyscrapers

most of the skyscrapers are in the CBD (central business district)
CBD = centre of administration, shopping, business and entertainment

around CBD residential buildings
(some brick buildings from the early 20th)  

- In several neighbourhoods the housing conditions are bad
only poor people live there

Central City New York City, New York 

Central City Detroit, Michigan
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Suburbia
Suburbs

stretch as far as 70km from the city centre
people with higher income move away to suburbs

these people are willing to commute
several hours a day to and from work

most of them use cars
blocking major roads into cities

and polluting
the city-air

Suburb

Suburb, Las Vegas

Suburb
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Suburbia

Suburb

Suburb, Las Vegas

Suburb

Suburbs
(        people with higher income move away)

result: many companies move their factories to the outskirt
shops supply the population

followed by schools and hospitals
shopping centers attract customers

important meeting point for people of suburbia
because commuting to the city centre getting less important

over the years cities spreading are to the countryside
(geographers:
urban sprawl)
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Gentrification

- Over the last decades, many old blocks near the CBD  
have been redeveloped
turned into an expensive residential area

result: wealthy people start to move back to the city centre
process: gentrification
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Summary and Outlook
Summary
The American cities are characterized by

central planning (see „grid“)
a central city characterized by CBD (centre of administration, shopping, business and entertainment)
suburbs (living area with many people commuting into CBD for work)  
gentrification (former poor urban area changed by 

wealthier people moving in
improving housing 
attracting new businesses)

Outlook – how the future of American cities might change after Corona:
less money available for city planning
people commute less and work in home office
less money available for infrastructure
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Quiz               
How do you call a pattern of roads in american cities?
That´s a grid.

Where are the most skyscrapers?
In the CBD (central business district).

How far are the suburbs streched from the city centre?
As far as 70km.

How do geographers call the spreading to the countryside?
Geographers call it urban sprawl.

Which people start moving back to the city centre in the process of gentrification?
Wealthy people start moving back to the city centre.
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Thank you for
watching


